Abstract: Durable superhydrophobic coatings were synthesized using a system of silica nanoparticles (NPs) to provide nanoscale roughness, fluorosilane to give hydrophobic chemistry, and three different polymer binders: urethane acrylate, ethyl 2-cyanoacrylate, and epoxy. Coatings composed of different binders incorporating NPs in various concentrations exhibited different superhydrophobic attributes when applied on polycarbonate (PC) and glass substrates and as a function of coating composition. It was found that the substrate surface characteristics and wettability affected the superhydrophobic characteristics of the coatings. Interfacial tension and spreading coefficient parameters (thermodynamics) of the coating components were used to predict the localization of the NPs for the different binders' concentrations. The thermodynamic analysis of the NPs localization was in good agreement with the experimental observations. On the basis of the thermodynamic analysis and the experimental scanning electron microscopy, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, profilometry, and atomic force microscopy results, it was concluded that localization of the NPs on the surface was critical to provide the necessary roughness and resulting superhydrophobicity. The durability evaluated by tape testing of the epoxy formulations was the best on both glass and PC. Several coating compositions retained their superhydrophobicity after the tape test. In summary, it was concluded that thermodynamic analysis is a powerful tool to predict the roughness of the coating due to the location of NPs on the surface, and hence can be used in the design of superhydrophobic coatings.
Introduction
Superhydrophobic surfaces have been studied for a variety of applications, such as self-cleaning, 1,2 anticorrosion, 3 antipollution, 4 oil/water separation, 5, 6 self-healing, Nanotechnology, Science and Applications 2017:10 submit your manuscript | www.dovepress.com
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Nahum et al length of a chemisorbed fatty acid (FA). 15 A self-assembling film of fatty acids with different carbon chain lengths on hydroxyapatite discs surfaces showed that contact angles increased significantly with increases in the FA carbon chain length. 16 Additionally, a hierarchical structure composed of nanoscale texture on microscale texture is needed to obtain superhydrophobic characteristics. The rough structure can support a liquid droplet, in the Cassie-Baxter state, and display high contact angles as air is trapped between the rough asperities. Such roughness may also provide lower sliding angles as the small contact area leads to reduced drop pinning (lower resistance to droplet movement). Roughness can reduce the apparent surface free energy (SFE) of the superhydrophobic surface due to the reduced contact area between the liquid drop and the surface. 17 This roughness can enhance the ability of superhydrophobic surfaces to repel low surface tension liquids, such as oils.
In order to prepare superhydrophobic surfaces, a variety of materials and techniques have been used including top-down methods, such as lithography [18] [19] [20] [21] and plasma etching, 22 and bottom-up methods using different nanoparticles (NPs), such as silica, [23] [24] [25] silica/polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxane, 26 functionalized aluminum oxide NPs, 27, 28 titania, 29, 30 carbon nanotubes, [31] [32] [33] [34] ZnO particles, 8, [35] [36] [37] and silanized calcium carbonate. [38] [39] [40] [41] Regardless of the technique or the substrates used, each method provided micro/ nanometer features for roughness and a low surface energy chemistry.
Although superhydrophobic surfaces have been studied previously, their applications are limited due to their high production costs and low abrasion resistance. 26, 30 A particularly attractive approach is a coating, which can be applied to a wide variety of surfaces. It should be mentioned that, in many studies, the coatings are limited to specific substrates due to the specific composition and/or preparation techniques involved. [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] The interactions between the surface/substrate and the coating as well as between the binder/NPs affect the structure of the coating and any resultant hierarchical structure needed to create superhydrophobicity in addition to the coatings' durability. Thus, a fundamental study of these parameters is necessary to understand the effect of the substrate and coating properties for preparing new coatings on a wide array of substrates in the future.
Another key attribute is durability, such that the surface retains its superhydrophobic characteristics, despite abrasion or wear. A previous study 22 indicated that a stable superhydrophobic urethane acrylate (UA) coating was obtained using silica NPs of various diameters grafted with photoreactive benzophenone groups and methylated fumed silica NPs with a fluorosilane top layer. The coatings showed good abrasion resistance under air flow and good durability in accelerated weathering conditions. Consequently, this work is aimed at investigating the thermodynamics of the system based on the interfacial tension and spreading coefficient parameters. Hence, the effects of binder type, binder concentration, and substrate wetting properties on the coating properties and morphology were studied. Two substrates, polycarbonate (PC; hydrophobic) and glass (hydrophilic), coated with a variety of formulations incorporating hydrophobic silica NPs dispersed in three different binders, ethyl cyanoacrylate (ECA), epoxy, and urethane acrylate (UA), were studied for the formation of superhydrophobic coatings having good durability. In the present case where low viscosity binders have been used, the mixing and coating processes are thermodynamically driven and kinetics do not play a role in the thermodynamics that lead to localization of the NPs.
Methods
Three different binders and five different binders to silica ratios were studied. Each formulation was spin coated on glass and PC, respectively. A total of 30 formulations were investigated. The thermodynamics analysis was composed of several steps. In the first step, the surface tension of neat and diluted uncured binders was calculated to analyze the solvent effect on the surface tension. In the second step, the effect of the dispersed NPs on the interfacial tension between the dissolved binders and the dispersed NPs was analyzed using two different methods. In the third step, the interfacial tensions were used to calculate the spreading coefficients in the mixing stage to analyze the mixing process of the dissolved binders and dispersed NPs. In the fourth step, the spreading coefficient in the coating step was studied to determine the final localization of the NPs. Finally, the substrates' wetting by the binder was addressed by comparing the interfacial tension between the solvent and substrate and the interfacial tension between the diluted uncured binders and the substrate. To support the thermodynamic analysis, the topography of all the 30 coatings was studied using scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Finally, the wetting characteristics of the cured solid samples were studied using contact angle and sliding angle measurements. Since superhydrophobicity is obtained by low surface energy (attributed to chemistry and roughness), the SFEs of the coatings were compared to the neat cured binders. In the last stage of the study, durability was evaluated using a tape test.
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The effect of composition and thermodynamics on surface morphology
Materials and methods
Fumed silica NPs (CAB-O-SIL
® TS-720; Cabot Corporation, Billerica, MA, USA) were used throughout the study. The particles were mixed with a fluoroalkylsilane (FAS) (Dynasylan ® F8263; Evonik, Essen, Germany) in isopropyl alcohol (IPA). The fluoroalkyl functionality provides low surface energy. The average particle (aggregate) diameter was 0.2-0.3 µm.
Three binders were used: ECA resin (Loctite ® Super Glue; Henkel Corporation, Seabrook, NH, USA), a two component epoxy (EPO-TEK ® 301; Epoxy Technologies, Billerica, MA, USA), and a one-part ultraviolet (UV) curing UA resin (NOA 61; Norland Products Incorporated, Cranbury, NJ, USA). The carrier solvent for the coating was acetone (Sigma Aldrich, St Louis, MO, USA). The physical properties of the binders obtained from their safety data sheets are shown in Table 1 .
The silica NPs (constant concentration of 2.5 wt%) were dispersed in the fluoroalkylsilane solution (in IPA) and stirred at room temperature for 10 minutes. Each binder was dissolved in acetone and stirred for 10 minutes at room temperature. Then, the two solutions were mixed together and stirred for another 10 minutes. For each formulation, the binder concentration ranged from 5 to 25 wt%. A total of 15 formulations were prepared.
Coating preparation
Glass microscope slides and PC sheet cut to 2.54 cm × 2.54 cm squares served as substrates for the coating. The substrates were rinsed with ethanol and dried under air pressure. One milliliter of solution was spin coated on the substrate at 1250 rpm for 1 minute. ECA and epoxy formulations were cured at 110°C for 2 hours. UA was cured under UV radiation for 2 minutes. A medium pressure mercury lamp (Heraeus Noblelight America LLC; Heraus, Gaithersburg, MD, USA) with a 365 nm wavelength at 100% intensity was used for the UV curing.
Characterization
The contact angle (CA) was measured according to the sessile drop method using a commercial video-based, softwarecontrolled, contact angle analyzer (DSA 100; KRUSS GmbH, Hamburg, Germany). Deionized water was used for the measurements. The sliding angle was measured using a tilting unit incorporated into the contact angle analyzer. A drop was first deposited on the horizontal substrate and after equilibrium the substrate plane was tilted until the onset of drop motion. Both contact and sliding angles were measured using a 5 µL water drop. The surface tension of the diluted binders and dispersed silica NPs were calculated using the pendant drop method. The surface tension of the hanging liquid drop in air was determined using the Young-Laplace method taking into consideration the characteristic drop shape under the influence of gravity. The SFEs of the superhydrophobic surfaces were determined using Zisman's method, 49 which determines the critical surface tension (γ c ). To obtain the γ c value, the contact angles of nonpolar liquids having progressively smaller surface tensions were measured. In the current work, diiodomethane, n-hexadecane, and n-octane with surface tensions of 50.8, 27.47, and 21.62 mN/m (from DSA-100 software database), respectively, were used. The surface tensions of these liquids were correlated with the contact angles (cosine of the angle), yielding approximately straight lines. Extrapolation to cosθ=1 yielded the value of γ c . Combining Young's Equation for the contact angle and Zisman's method lead to the relationship between γ c and γ s -the surface tension of the surface, as follows:
where b is the tangent of the γ c measurements.
For superhydrophobic surfaces with very low SFE (insignificant polar interactions), Zisman's method is commonly used because only dispersion interactions are considered. For the neat binders and the PC substrate, which have polar contributions, the SFE was measured using the Lifshitzvan der Waals/acid-base (LW/AB) method. In the LW/AB method, the SFE is assumed to be composed of two main contributions, a nonpolar component ( ) 
To obtain γ γ s LW s
, , + and γ s − values for a solid, it is necessary to measure the contact angles of three different liquids of which at least two must be polar. In the present work, water and formamide (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) were used as the polar liquids and diiodomethane was the nonpolar liquid. 
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The interfacial tension between the different components in the solution state was calculated using two methods, Antonoff's rule for immiscible systems:
and the Girifalco and Good method 50 for miscible systems:
where g A and g B are the interfacial tension of the binder (neat or diluted) and the dispersed NPs, respectively. The molar volume (ϕ) is given by ϕ = + ( ) The spreading coefficient (S AB ) that determines whether liquid B will spread on liquid A or solid A was calculated using
When S AB >0, spontaneous spreading will occur, leading to a reduction in the SFE; however, when S AB <0, no or partial spreading will occur. SEM was used to investigate the surface morphology. An field emission SEM (FESEM) (JEOL JSM 7401F) at 10 kV accelerating voltage was employed for this work. Prior to imaging, all substrates were sputtered with gold for 180 seconds (Leica SCD500).
X-ray photoelectron spectrometry (XPS) was used for chemical analysis (VG Scientific ESCALAB MKII). XPS provides information regarding the chemical composition in the top few atomic layers (down to 100Å).
The adhesion of the coatings to the substrates was determined using the tape test (ASTM D3359). A sharp razor blade was used to create 1 mm 2 cuts through the coating to the substrate. The center of the tape was placed over the coating and adhered under the pressure of a pencil eraser to ensure good contact of the tape. Then, the tape was removed rapidly as close as possible to180°.
Results and discussion
Thermodynamic analysis
For this study, hydrophobic silica NPs and three lowmolecular-weight binders ECA, epoxy, and UA were used.
As the presence of the NPs on the surface is critical to obtain nanoscale roughness and thus superhydrophobic surfaces, the thermodynamics in the liquid state of the different formulations was investigated to explain the localization of the NPs in different binder formulations. In an ideal emulsion having low molecular weight and hence low viscosity, the localization at equilibrium of the silica particles is governed by thermodynamics, as kinetic effects do not play a significant role. 51, 52 Thus, in this system (dispersed NPs in diluted binders) the localization of the NPs will be thermodynamically driven to its lowest energy state. Consequently, provided that an interaction between the dispersed NPs in diluted binder will reduce the total free energy of the system, better spreading will be achieved and favor the location of the NPs in the binder phase. If the interaction between the dispersed NPs in diluted binder will increase the total free energy of the system, spreading will not occur and will favor the location of the NPs on the binder surface. To investigate the localization of the NPs as a result of spreading considerations, the surface tensions of the neat and diluted binders (uncured) were measured using the pendant drop method and are shown in Tables 1 and S1 . In the case of neat ECA, the surface tension was difficult to measure due to its rapid polymerization in humidity, and thus, was assumed to be 26.67 mN/m using the trend line extrapolation (Table S1 ).
The results in Table S1 indicate that the surface tensions of the diluted binders are lower compared to the neat ones. No significant change in surface tension, however, was observed with increasing acetone concentration from 50 to 90 wt%.
Addition of the dispersed NPs into the diluted binders is a critical step to insure good mixing and compatibility between the NPs and the binder. If the addition is thermodynamically favored, then NPs will be mixed spontaneously; however, if mixing is not thermodynamically favored, then NPs will not distribute well and remain on the surface of the binder. In this system (containing a binder polymer, NPs, and two solvents), the interfacial tension (γ AB ) between the dissolved or neat binders (γ A ) and the dispersed NPs (γ B ) was calculated and compared using both Antonoff's rule (immiscible system) and the Girifalco and Good method (miscible system with dispersion attraction). The results are shown in Table 2 
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The effect of composition and thermodynamics on surface morphology interfacial tension between the different binders showed that UA system exhibited the lowest interfacial tension values, whereas epoxy possessed the highest interfacial tension values. The interfacial tension values, however, do not reflect the full energy balance of the system. If the system (binder and solvent) is at a high free energy state (high surface tension) and the addition of a second component will decrease the total free energy of the system, it will favor spontaneous spreading. In contrast, if the system (binder and solvent) is at low free energy state (low surface tension), and the addition of second component will increase the total free energy of the system, the addition of the second component is not favored. To quantify the spreading phenomenon, the spreading coefficient parameters were determined. Accordingly, if the surface tension of component A is greater than the sum of surface tension of component B and interfacial tension AB, then the spreading coefficient is positive and the total free energy will be reduced, resulting in spontaneous spreading. If the surface tension of component A is lower than the sum of surface tension of component B and interfacial tension AB, then spreading is negative since the total free energy of the system is increased and partial or no spreading will occur. A zero spreading coefficient means that the total free energy of the system before and after adding component B has not changed and spreading will occur provided continuous mixing is used.
As mentioned earlier, since complete wetting between the dispersed NPs and the diluted binders is important, the spreading coefficient during the mixing stage should be positive to allow spontaneous spreading and good mixing of the system. The spreading coefficient using Antonoff's rule was zero for NPs containing formulations, which indicated that these systems are not immiscible. Thus, the calculated spreading coefficients were based on the Girifalco and Good method and are shown in Table 3 .
All formulations showed positive spreading coefficients; epoxy, however, showed significantly higher values compared to UA and ECA. The spreading coefficient decreased with increasing acetone (binder solvent) wt%. The more positive the spreading coefficient value the greater the tendency for spontaneous spreading of NPs dispersed in IPA will occur in the binder. This behavior would suggest good wetting between the binder solution and the dispersed NPs and favor the localization of the NPs in the binder phase, which is an important stage before the coating process. Partial or no spreading in the mixing stage can affect the NPs localization in the final coating process.
Finally, the thermodynamics of the coating step was studied. During the coating process, the diluted formulations were spin coated on the substrate while acetone (binder solvent) and IPA (NPs carrier solvent) flowed to the surface and evaporated. As acetone has a higher evaporation rate compared to IPA (5.6 and 1.5, 53 respectively), it will evaporate first and IPA will complete evaporation last. This dynamic process is critical for determining the final localization of the NPs. During IPA evaporation the specific binder can either spread on the NPs or not. If the spreading will result in a reduction of the total free energy, then the spreading coefficient will be positive, and NPs are expected to be located within the binder phase. If the spreading, however, results in an increase in the total free energy, then the spreading coefficient will be negative, and NPs are expected to be located on the surface. In order to calculate the interfacial tension between the binders and the solid NPs a special experimental step was used. Accordingly, glass slides were coated with the dispersed NPs in IPA and heated for 1 hour to ensure complete evaporation of IPA. Then, contact angles were measured between the NP-coated surface (γ s ) and neat binders (γ L ). The interfacial Table 4 demonstrate that all the binders have negative spreading coefficients. The spreading coefficient between ECA and NPs was extremely low and indicates that the NP will be localized on the surface for the ECA/NP system. This results in the formation of superhydrophobicity if the "right" roughness is obtained. For UA and epoxy the spreading coefficients were moderately negative however could reach zero if energy, such as heat (for curing), is supplied. These results predict the NPs localization inside the binder and loss of the nanoroughness, which is needed for superhy drophobicity.
Hence, we would expect that only the ECA system could produce a superhydrophobic coating. It should be emphasized that the binder loading, in addition to the wetting of the substrate, will affect the final coating behavior and ultimate superhydrophobicity due to the development of the specific surface morphology. To study the effect of binder loading, different binder wts% ranging from 5 to 25 were formulated. All formulations were spin coated on glass (hydrophilic) and PC (hydrophobic) substrates to understand the effect of substrate wetting behavior on superhydrophobicity. SEM was used to study the coatings' topographies with different binder wt% on two different substrates (Figures 1-3) .
The SEM images indicate that a variety of hierarchical structures are developed with respect to the NP location in the coatings; these changes were due to changing interactions between the binder and the NPs, the substrate and the coating system, as well as the binder concentration. For ECA formulations on glass, for all binder concentrations, the hydrophobic NPs appeared to locate on the top layer of the coating as predicated in the analysis. On PC, the results also supported the prediction and NPs appeared to be located on the top layer; however the ECA did not fully wet the substrate surface leading to non-coated regions. In the case of the epoxy binder on glass, >10 wt% epoxy, NPs mostly resided in the binder as predicted. Below 10 wt% binder, NPs were identified on the surface, probably due to lack of sufficient binder to completely surround the particles. On PC, most NPs appeared to be embedded in the epoxy binder as predicted. Coatings with UA binders provided similar trends as those observed for coatings with epoxy binders where NPs appeared to be embedded in the cases of high UA concentrations. As opposed to the other two binders, the NPs were not seen to spread on the surface, but were kept in the binder boundary surface.
The thermodynamic-based predictions for the NPs location for the ECA system were consistent with the SEM images showing that the NPs were mostly located on the surface for all ECA concentrations. For the UA and epoxy systems where the spreading coefficient was close to zero, the interaction between the binder and NPs in addition to the heat is sufficient to result to localization in the binders, with 15-25 wt% binder. For 5 and 10 binder wt%, although the spreading coefficient was negative, the NPs were on the surface due to the lack of sufficient binder to wet the NPs.
The substrate wetting behavior affects the wetting of the binders. All three binders showed complete wetting on glass, as expected, as glass has high SFE compared to the binders. On PC substrates having lower SFE, epoxy showed full wetting; however, ECA and UA did not wet the surface even at higher binder wt% and uncoated areas were observed.
The calculated surface tensions (γ t is the total surface tension, γ d is the dispersive component of the surface tension, and γ p is the polar component of the surface tension), using the pendant drop method, of the neat uncured binders are given in Table 1 . To quantify the SFE of the PC substrate, both Zisman's 49 and LW/AB methods were used ( Table 5 ).
The surface tension of glass (high surface energy) was taken as 146 mN/m (based on the literature for microscope soda lime slides).
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A comparison of the SFE value shows that the Zisman method had lower value for PC than LW/AB method. As Zisman's method uses only nonpolar liquids and LW/AB uses both polar and nonpolar liquids, polar interactions are not considered in Zisman's method. As PC has two aromatic rings and a carbonyl group, which are electron donors, the SFE was taken as 44.36 mN/m.
All three binders exhibited lower SFE values than glass, which could be attributed to full wetting of the glass by the binders as seen previously by SEM (Figures 1-3 ). For PC, mixed results were observed because SEM showed only full wetting of PC by the epoxy while ECA and UA did not wet the PC. To explain why ECA and UA having lower surface energy than PC, did not fully wet the surface, further work has been carried out as follows.
In spin coating, when the interaction energy between a substrate and a solvent overcomes that between a substrate and a polymer, the films become rough and segregate. On the contrary, when the interaction energy between a substrate and a polymer is stronger than that between a substrate and a solvent, or when both interaction energies are weak, the films obtained are homogeneous and flat. 55 Hence, the calculated 
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Nahum et al interaction energy between the substrate/binder and substrate/ solvent can explain the experimental results. The higher the interfacial tension the lower is the interaction between the liquid and the solid. Subsequently, the interfacial tensions were calculated using Young's equation for contact angle measurements. As acetone was used as the binders' solvent, the interfacial tension between acetone and the substrates was also measured using the same method. The results are presented in Tables 6 and 7 .
The results in Table 6 , for glass substrate, show very high interfacial tension values for both acetone/glass and binders/glass. Because high interfacial tension values means weak interactions, the solvent and binders demonstrate weak interaction energies, resulting in a flattened and more homogeneous film as evident by the respective SEM. The results in Table 7 can explain why ECA and UA did not fully wet the PC substrate. The interfacial tensions between ECA/ PC and UA/PC were higher (lower interaction) than the acetone/PC interfacial tension, resulting in segregation and uncoated areas as shown by the respective SEM. For epoxy, the interaction energy with PC was lower than the acetone/ PC interaction, meaning stronger interaction energy, resulting in a flattened and more homogeneous film as shown in the respective SEM. 
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The effect of composition and thermodynamics on surface morphology Superhydrophobicity study Figures 4 and 5 . ECA system exhibited superhydrophobicity for all ECA wt% on glass due to the presence of hydrophobic NPs on the top layer as shown in the respective SEM. On PC, however, superhydrophobicity was not obtained when ECA concentration was >10 wt%. SEM showed NPs located on the top layer; however ECA did not fully wet the substrate surface leading to non-coated regions. The presence of coated and non-coated regions on the PC can explain the high standard deviations of the contact angle results for high ECA concentrations -that is, some areas were superhydrophobic and some were not. Epoxy exhibited superhydrophobicity when coating glass from 5 to 10 binder wt%, but superhydrophobicity was lost at higher epoxy wt%. SEM showed that with an increase in binder wt%, it appeared that more NPs penetrated into the binder, resulting in the loss of nanoroughness, and hence, decreasing contact angle values. In the case of the PC substrate, contact angles increased with decreasing epoxy wt% due to the appearance of NPs on the surface; however, none of the epoxy formulations were superhydrophobic. This is probably because the appropriate roughness was not obtained due to the lack of sufficient numbers of NPs on the surface. The UA formulation showed superhydrophobicity at 5 and 10 binder wt% for both glass and PC. SEM showed that <10 wt% UA, NPs were on the surface. In general, the glass substrates provided superhydrophobicity over a wider range of compositions compared to PC.
As the formation of nanoroughness is essential for superhydrophobicity, it was necessary to characterize better the localization of NPs on the coating surface as they impart the nanoscale roughness to the surface. Hence, XPS was carried out to analyze whether the NPs were located on the surface, as they appeared to be in the SEM images. First, the as-supplied fumed silica NPs (control sample) and modified (with FAS) silica NPs were mounted on carbon tape and analyzed. The results are shown in Figure 6A . The XPS spectra detected the presence of silicon, oxygen, carbon, and fluorine on the surface, whereas no fluorine was detected for the as-supplied fumed NPs. Thus, the detection of FAS via fluorine atoms can be used to determine if the treated NPs are on the surface or embedded in the matrix. Because the coverage of the NPs on the carbon tape was not complete, the detection of carbon on the as-supplied fumed silica NPs was also related to the carbon tape. Figures 6B, C present XPS data for all glass and PC samples coated with 5 wt% binder concentration. The XPS data confirmed the presence of NPs with FAS on the coating surface as was also confirmed by the respective SEM analysis. It should be emphasized that all these coatings were superhydrophobic except 5 wt% epoxy on PC, although NPs were on the surface for this formulation as well. This non-superhydrophobic surface could be attributed to the lack of sufficient NPs to create the appropriate surface roughness for superhydrophobicity.
To conclude this part of the work, spreading coefficient calculation can predict NPs localization for formulations with high binder wt% (≥15) on high surface energy substrates, such as glass. At low binder loading (15 wt%) and with low surface energy substrates, NPs localization did not follow our prediction. The above-mentioned thermodynamic analysis showed that different binder systems demonstrate different behaviors due to the different spreading coefficients, which was shown to be an effective tool to predict the localization of the NPs within the binder used. This allows one to potentially predict which binder systems would create superhydrophobic surfaces when combined with the NPs.
Surface free energy (SFE)
Thermodynamic analysis was used to study the SFE of the different cured coatings leading to a variety of hierarchical structures with respect to the NPs location in the coatings. The SFE expresses the tendency of a system to increase its surface area resulting in a lower SFE. Hence, the presence of NPs on the surface increases the surface area and causes a reduction of SFE. SFE is further reduced by the presence of fluoro groups on the surface. To quantify the interactions, the SFEs of the component materials were calculated using both Zisman's and LW/AB methods ( Table 8 ). The surface tension of glass (high surface energy) was taken as 146 mN/m (based on the literature for microscope soda lime slides). 44 A comparison of the SFE values shows that Zisman's method has the best correlation with the LW/AB method for the epoxy binder. As Zisman's method uses nonpolar liquids and LW/AB uses polar and nonpolar liquids, these values indicate that polar interactions are insignificant for epoxy. The Zisman SFE values for PC, ECA, and UA were lower than LW/AB values, indicating significant polar interactions in these cases. PC has two aromatic rings and a carbonyl group, ECA has a cyano group and ester group, and UA has urethane and acrylate groups, which are electron donors so 
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The effect of composition and thermodynamics on surface morphology their SFEs were taken as 44, 34, and 46 mN/m, respectively. The LW/AB values were used for comparison. A similar procedure was used to determine the SFE for the binder formulations (cured binder, NPs, and fluoroalkylsilane). In this case, the determined LW/AB values were not suitable for highly hydrophobic surfaces, so Zisman's method was used. Zisman's values for all binder formulations on glass and PC are reported in Table 9 and graphs are shown in Figures S1-S4 .
As expected, all the surfaces showed lower SFE compared to the neat binders (Table 5) . SFE results, however, did not indicate a clear distinction between the superhydrophobic and non-superhydrophobic surfaces. In fact, some nonsuperhydrophobic surfaces exhibited lower SFE than the superhydrophobic ones. These results confirmed that low SFE values alone are not sufficient to define superhydrophobicity and that surface morphology has an important role in achieving superhydrophobicity.
As observed in Table 9 , for ECA formulations coated on glass no significant change in SFE was obtained due to the presence of NPs on the surface (as was shown in the SEM images). For PC, a small change in SFE was obtained between the formulations due to some non-coated areas and exposure of the PC substrate, which has a lower SFE value. As the droplet used to measure the contact angles was large enough (1 mm diameter) to encompass both the non-coated and coated areas, the size of the non-coated areas and their structure must be considered. In the case of epoxy formulations applied on glass, higher SFE values were found for the superhydrophobic formulations with the NPs on the top surface, compared to the non-superhydrophobic ones. For PC, there was no significant change in SFE for all formulations except 5 wt% (where the NPs were on the surface and thus gave a higher SFE value). Superhydrophobic UA formulations (5 and 10 wt%) on glass and PC showed higher SFE values than the non-superhydrophobic ones, as expected.
It should be noted that the surface tension of neat ECA and UA measured by the pendant drop method was not consistent with the calculated SFE of the cured binders using the LW/AB method; 25 and 27 mN/m compared to 34 and 47 mN/m, respectively. This difference was attributed to the low molecular weight of the monomers compared to the cured binder as the surface tension of polymers tends to increase with increasing molecular weight. 56 In the case of the two-part epoxy, no significant change was observed between the surface tension and SFE of the cured binder, 38 and 39 mN/m, respectively. This result indicated that the uncured epoxy oligomers may have high enough molecular weight.
Durability evaluation and analysis
Superhydrophobic coatings can lose their nanoroughness by shear forces due to abrasion or other mechanical forces. As durability is critical for real applications, the mechanical integrity of the coatings was studied using the tape test. The superhydrophobicity after the tape test was determined and the results are shown in Figures 7 and 8 .
Tape tests, which are often used to study coating adhesion, were used as a preliminary method to evaluate the adhesion and durability of the superhydrophobicity. No detachment of the coating was visually observed after the tape test. The results indicated that epoxy exhibited the highest durability on glass and PC compared to ECA and UA. All epoxy formulations (the superhydrophobic and non-superhydrophobic) showed only small changes in the contact angle and sliding angle values before (Figures 7 and 8 ) and after the tape test. This durability was attributed to the negative interfacial Table 4 ), resulting in good adhesion. The tape test results for the ECA/glass system indicated low durability for low binder wt%. This behavior was attributed to excess NPs on the top surface layer that can be detached easily. At higher binder wt%, high contact angles and low sliding angles were unchanged following the tape test due to the low interfacial tension of 4.14 mN/m between ECA and the NPs, which resulted in good adhesion. For the PC substrate, with increasing binder wt% some of the areas were coated, while some were not (Figure 3) , a condition that resulted in high standard deviations of the measured contact angles. UA coatings demonstrated low durability even though NPs were embedded in the binder. This poor durability may be due to the increased SFE of the cured UA (46 mN/m) compared to the non-cured UA (27 mN/m), which resulted in higher interfacial tension and low adhesion between the binder and the NPs. Of interest is the fact that some of the coatings are able to retain their superhydrophobic behavior after durability testing. The ECA formulations show good retention of superhydrophobic properties on glass. Clearly further work is needed to improve the behavior on PC.
Conclusion
To obtain the necessary surface morphology for superhydrophobicity (exposed NPs) combined with durability (embedded NPs), a balance should be achieved between wetting of the NPs by the binder and migration of the NPs to the surface. Thus, the use of thermodynamic analysis as an analytical tool to predict the localization of NPs is essential for the selection of binders, NPs, and substrates for different systems.
Three different binders, ECA, epoxy, and UA, and two substrates, PC and glass, were included in the study. The interfacial tensions and spreading coefficients of the as prepared solutions and the evaporation during spin coating were calculated to predict the localization of the NPs. The thermodynamic investigation was in good agreement with the SEM analysis with respect to the localization of the NPs 
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The effect of composition and thermodynamics on surface morphology as function of the binder concentration and substrate type. ECA showed a high negative spreading coefficient value with NPs resulting in localization of the NPs on the surface. Epoxy and UA showed moderately negative spreading coefficient values that can be overcome by heat during curing. In all three systems, with 5 and 10 binder wt%, although the spreading coefficient is positive, the NPs were on the surface due to the lack of sufficient binder to wet the NPs. While the ECA formulations exhibited superhydrophobicity on glass from 5 to 25 binder wt%, they showed superhydrophobicity on PC only from 5 to 10 binder wt%. Epoxy exhibited superhydrophobicity on glass from 5 to 10 binder wt%, but did not form superhydrophobic structures on PC substrates. The UA formulation showed superhydrophobicity at 5 and 10 binder wt% for both glass and PC. In general, the glass substrates provided superhydrophobicity over a wider range of compositions compared to PC.
SEM analysis revealed the presence of nanoroughness from the presence of NP localization on the surface, which is critical for the creation of superhydrophobic surfaces. In all cases, the 5 and 10 binder wt% showed superhydrophobicity from insufficient binder to wet the NPs.
Some of the coatings retained their superhydrophobic behavior after durability testing demonstrating the potential of preparing durable superhydrophobic coatings for a variety of applications.
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A B Figure S4 Zisman linear regression plot to find the critical surface free energy for UA formulations (A) on glass and (B) on PC. Abbreviations: PC, polycarbonate; UA, urethane acrylate.
